Automation Engine

Automation Engine is Esko’s workflow server. It automates prepress tasks, which speeds up the process, but also reduces the error rate and the need for operator intervention.

Automation Engine is an intelligent system that takes prepress production to a new level by integrating with business systems as well as web front ends.

Automation Engine ensures increased efficiency and throughput and saves time and money. It is, by all standards, an exceptional answer to the daily challenges of prepress and print professionals who need to increase quality, reduce errors and drive cost out of the processes.

At the heart of your prepress

Automation Engine serves as the heart of any size prepress production operation. It enables unparalleled workflow automation with rock-solid quality control. Automation Engine comes with extensive business system integration capabilities and is highly scalable. Through Mac or PC based clients, prepress operators or administration departments can easily interact with the workflow, and with its extensive conditional automation capabilities through a transparent user interface.
Cut cost, time and errors

More jobs a day

Automation Engine features easy to use workflow editing and monitoring tools. These come with a visual and intuitive workflow design tool that makes any workflow easy to set up.

Throughput and efficiency is increased by means of the conditional automation tools. These tools reduce operator intervention, hand-offs and allow for automated decisions and routing in the workflow. The result: more jobs get done at the end of the day.

On time

Any activity on output devices is automatically registered. And Automation Engine has even a bi-directional link with devices such as Esko’s CDI and digital presses driven by an Esko Digital Front End (DFE). This information is used for planning and scheduling. The info collected by Automation Engine provides a graphical dashboard on the entire production flow and allows the customers to consult the status of their orders online. The result: no surprises and a job flow that delivers as planned, on time.

Automation Engine also communicates with visual inspection systems, eliminating set-up time and saving 3-5 minutes per job.

Zero tolerance for errors

Automation Engine offers extensive quality assurance tools. Prepress operators or admin staff are able to detect errors early in the workflow.

The unique Automation Engine Viewer handles all common prepress formats, images and RIP data. Extensive measuring and QA tools provide sophisticated means to check whether the file is ready for print. Check separations, trim and media sizes, even compare differences between design files and production files, or easily check whether all corrections have been applied.

Automated compare tools are available in the workflow to streamline comparison of larger batches of files. The result: a secure prepress flow with accurate quality.
Advanced packaging and publishing functionality

Job organization and data management

A ‘Job’ in Automation Engine represents a production order that organizes the data storage for the job and its metadata, link to order ID, due date, customer info, Customer Service Representative contacts... A Job can also contain graphical specifications like barcode, inks, RIP options... This information can be used in any workflow to take advantage of all the data that is already there, avoiding double entries.

3D mockups and reports in seconds

The Reporting & 3D module in Automation Engine generates “report cards” in seconds. These report cards are based on templates and use details that can be extracted from the database (customer information, like ink coverage, barcode specs...).

3D PDF files can be generated from the job’s structural data. They can be merged with the graphical data giving a comprehensive view of how the actual job will look like.

Automate artwork creation and variable data printing

Automation Engine is the first workflow server to offer automatic processes for artwork creation in line with brand guidelines. Artwork creation used to be lengthy, laborious and error prone. Today, the smart scripting facilities in Automation Engine fully automate this process. Automation Engine communicates with the full Adobe Suite. Creating new SKU’s is now fast, easy and error-free.

Automation Engine also allows Variable Data Printing on all types of digital presses.

Automated imposition, Step-and-Repeat and nesting

Automation Engine features automated imposition, step-and-repeat and gang run printing.

The advanced job management that is available for “page production” environments offers a comprehensive overview of the entire prepress department in relation to pages, proofs, sheets and plates status. To optimize (large format) sheet layout, Automation Engine offers gang run printing functionality. Automation Engine will search for the most optimal fill on different sheet sizes, taking into account the finishing steps, such as guillotine cutting.

All jobs for gang run printing are organized per substrate in a dedicated view. When integrated with your stock management, nesting is even optimized on an up-to-date substrate inventory.
Centralized color management

Automation Engine provides the opportunity to centralize color management. Color tasks are fully integrated with the rest of your prepress workflow.

Conversions to four color or multi-color profiles allow you to color manage any (digital) press from within your workflow, providing maximum color consistency, repeatability and predictability.

Integrate with your business system

The integration between your workflow and your business systems is an obvious next step.

To streamline the complete process and to avoid introducing errors, it makes perfect sense to connect the MIS/ERP to the prepress department. And Automation Engine will provide digital and instant feedback.

The Automation Engine Connect functionality allows integration from any third party product with any Esko component. MIS, web stores, cloud-based solutions, finance and shipping systems can all be integrated. This is a scalable solution without the need for custom development.

Typical spread of benefit areas after MIS-prepress integration